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Issue ID Category Issue Title Steps to Reproduce Issue Description User Impact Recommendation for Fix WCAG 
SC

WCAG 
Level

Impa
ct

Type of 
Change

Verified 
in 

Firefox 
+ NVDA

Originator

IFTM1.1 Titled

A complete page 
title is not 

provided to the 
page.

1. Enable NVDA Screen reader and 
open Firefox browser.

2. Launch Url 
http://www.iftmuniversity.ac.in/.

3. Users will redirect  to the Home page 
of IFTM University.

4. Use Quick navigation using 'Insert + 
T' key for Title.

5.  Validate that , A complete page title 
is not provided to the page.

In the IFTM University - Home page, 
when users use a quick navigation 

'Insert + T' key for title to know about 
the title of the page, it is observed that 
a complete page title is not provided to 
the home page. Screen reader should 

announce home in the page title.

 It is difficult for users to 
understand on which 

page they
have landed, whether in 

the homepage or 
subsections of the web 

page.

<title>"IFTMU – A place for 
excellence in education at 

Moradabad - Home"</title>
2.4.2 Level A High Code Yes Sandeep C

IFTM1.2 Landmarks

Search, 
Navigation and 

content info 
landmarks are 
not provided in 

the page.

1. Enable NVDA Screen reader and 
open Firefox browser.

2. Launch Url 
http://www.iftmuniversity.ac.in/.

3. Users will redirect  to the Home page 
of IFTM University.

4. Use Quick navigation using 'D' key 
for Landmarks.

 5.  Validate that Navigation, Search 
and Content Info landmarks are not 

provided in the page.

 In the IFTM University - Home page, 
when user navigates using quick 

navigation key 'D' for landmark, it is 
observed that, Navigation, Search and 

Content Info landmarks are not provided 
in the page.

Providing this mechanism 
helps users to navigate 
quickly to their desired 

location.

Make sure that provide 
landmarks as

Role="Navigation to 
Navigation landmark"

Role="Search to Search 
landmark"

Role="footer to Content info 
landmark"

4.1.2 Level A High Code Yes Sandeep C

IFTM1.3 Skip to Main 
Content

Skip to main 
content is not 
provided in the 

page.

1. Enable NVDA Screen reader and 
open Firefox browser.

2. Launch Url 
http://www.iftmuniversity.ac.in/.

3. Users will redirect  to the Home page 
of IFTM University.

4. Navigate with 'Tab' key in banner 
landmark.

5. Validate that skip to main content is 
not provided to avoid repeated 

navigation of the page.

In the IFTM University - Home page, 
when the user navigates 'Tab' key in the 

banner landmark, it is observed that 
skip to main content is not provided to 
avoid repeated navigation links of the 

page.

 Providing this 
mechanism will help 
motor disable hand 

tremor users to avoid the 
repeated navigation. 

Provide skip to main content 
mechanism in the banner 

landmark.
2.4.1 Level A High Code Yes Sandeep C

IFTM1.4 Oninput.

Screen reader is 
not rendering 

"opens in a new 
window" links 
present In the 

banner landmark.

1. Enable NVDA Screen reader and 
open Firefox browser.

2. Launch Url 
http://www.iftmuniversity.ac.in/.

3. Users will redirect  to the Home page 
of IFTM University.

4. Navigate with 'K' key for links in the 
banner landmark.

5. Validate that links are opening in a 
new Tab/Window.

In the IFTM University - Home page, 
when a user navigates with 'K' for a link 

presented in banner landmark, it is 
observed that the Screen reader is not 

notifying "opens in a new window".
Ex: Online Fee, ERP Login,Library, 

Career, Enquire, Grievence, 
FeedbackProfile and Social media links.

Users can't find where it 
is opening.

Provide users a notification 
as"opens in a new window". 3.2.2 Level A High Code Yes Sandeep C

IFTM1.5 Link 
Discription

Link discription is 
not provided to 

the links 
presented in the 

Banner 
Landmark.

1. Enable NVDA Screen reader and 
open Firefox browser.

2. Launch Url 
http://www.iftmuniversity.ac.in/.

3. Users will redirect  to the Home page 
of IFTM University.

 4. Use the 'K' key for links.
5. Validate that link discription is not 
provided to the link presented in the 

Banner Landmark.

In the IFTM University - Home page, 
When a user navigates with 'K' key in 
Banner Landmark, it is observed that 

Link description is not provided to 
Whatsapp, Tel, Email and social media 

links.

Screen reader is 
announcing link, user 

cannot find which link it 
is.

Provide proper link description 
to the links presented in the 

Banner landmark.
2.4.4 Level A High Code Yes Sandeep C

http://www.iftmuniversity.ac.in/
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IFTM1.6 Empty Links
Empty link is 

provided to the 
text.

1. Enable NVDA Screen reader and 
open Firefox browser.

2. Launch Url 
http://www.iftmuniversity.ac.in/.

3. Users will redirect  to the Home page 
of IFTM University.

4. Navigating using the Quick 
navigation key 'K' for links in the 

Banner landmark.
5. Validate that empty Link provided to 

text.

In the IFTM University - Home page, 
When a user navigates with 'K' for links, 
it is observed that empty link is provided 

to the text.
Ex:  Get Social.

User don't know it is 
redirected to link or not.

Remove anchor tag link and 
make it Heading or Normal 

text.
2.4.4 Level A High Code Yes Sandeep C

IFTM1.7 Name and 
Role Value

Buttons are 
provided as links.

1. Enable NVDA Screen reader and 
open Firefox browser.

2. Launch Url 
http://www.iftmuniversity.ac.in/.

3. Users will redirect  to the Home page 
of IFTM University.

4. Navigate with quick navigation key 
'Tab' or 'K'.

5. Validate that buttons are provided as 
links.

In the IFTM University - Home page, 
when the user navigates using the quick 

navigation key 'K' for the link,  it is 
observed that those are buttons 

mentioned as links.
Ex: 1. About Us,
2. Academics,
3. Admissions,

4. Examinations,
5. Campus Life,

6. Research,
7. Training & Placement,

8. Gallery.

The user will navigate as 
a link but it is not a link it 

doesn't open.

Make sure that provide 
Role="Button" 4.1.2 Level A High Code Yes Sandeep C

IFTM1.8 Keyboard

Expand and 
Collapse is not 
activating by 

keyboard.

1. Enable NVDA Screen reader and 
open Firefox browser.

2. Launch Url 
http://www.iftmuniversity.ac.in/.

3. Users will redirect  to the Home page 
of IFTM University.

4. Navigate using the quick navigation 
key 'B' for the button then 'Enter'.

5. Validate that Expand and Collapse is 
not activating by keyboard.

In the IFTM University - Home page, 
when user navigates using quick 
navigation key 'B' for button then 

'Enter', it is observed that Expand and 
Collapse is not activating by keyboard.

Ex: 1. About Us,
2. Academics,
3. Admissions,

4. Examinations,
5. Campus Life,

6. Research,
7. Training & Placement,

8. Gallery.

User doesn't know 
whether it expanded or 

Collapsed. They will miss 
the information which is 

provided inside the menu.

Make sure that, Expand and 
Collapse should be activating 

by the keyboard.
2.1.1 Level A High Code Yes Sandeep C

IFTM1.9 Expand & 
Collapse.

Expand & 
Collapse status is 
not announced 

by screen reader.

1. Enable NVDA Screen reader and 
open Firefox browser.

2. Launch Url 
http://www.iftmuniversity.ac.in/.

3. Users will redirect  to the Home page 
of IFTM University.

4. navigate with 'Down Arrow'.
5. Validate that expand & collapse 

status is not announced by the screen 
reader.

In the IFTM University - Home page, 
when the user navigates using the quick 
navigation key 'K' for link, it is  observed 

that those are buttons and it is not 
announcing the expand collapse status 

to the below menus items.
Ex: 1. About Us,
2. Academics,
3. Admissions,

4. Examinations,
5. Campus Life,

6. Research,
7. Training & Placement,

8. Gallery.

Low vision users will get 
confused, and they don't 

find the links.

Make sure that provide ,
Aria Role="Expand" =true,

Role="Collapse"=true.
4.1.2 Level A High Code Yes Sandeep C

IFTM1.10 List

List of items are 
not announced for 
navigation menus 

items.

1. Enable NVDA Screen reader and 
open Firefox browser

2. Launch Url 
http://www.iftmuniversity.ac.in/.

3. Users will redirect  to the Home page 
of IFTM University.

4. Navigate using quick navigation key 
'L' for list.

5. validate that, List of items are not 
announcing correctly under the 

navigation menus items.

In the IFTM University - Home page, 
when users navigate using 'L' key for 

list, it is observed that List of items are 
not announced correctly under the 

navigation menus items.
Ex: 1. About Us,
2. Academics,
3. Admissions,

4. Examinations,
5. Campus Life,

6. Research,
7. Training & Placement,

8. Gallery.

Users don't know how 
many Items are provided 

in the section.

Make sure that provided list of 
item. 1.3.1 Level A High Code Yes Sandeep C



IFTM1.11 Focus order
Links are swaping 

in navigation 
landmark.

1. Enable NVDA Screen reader and 
open Firefox browser.

2. Launch Url 
http://www.iftmuniversity.ac.in/.

3. Users will redirect  to the Home page 
of IFTM University.

4. Navigate with 'K' key for links in the 
Navigation landmark.

5. Validate that links are swaping in the 
navigation land mark.

In the IFTM University - Home page, 
when user navigates using quick 

navigation key 'K', links are not getting 
focus to the pop up items for below 

buttons.
Ex: 1. About Us,
2. Academics,
3. Admissions,

4. Examinations,
5. Campus Life,

6. Research,
7. Training & Placement,

8. Gallery.

User can't navigate all the 
links.

Make sure that focus should 
go by keyboard. 3.2.1 Level A High Code Yes Sandeep C

IFTM1.12 Pause, Stop, 
Hide.

Pause button is 
not provided to
carousel slide.

1. Enable NVDA Screen reader and 
open Firefox browser.

2. Launch Url 
http://www.iftmuniversity.ac.in/.

3. Users will redirect  to the Home page 
of IFTM University.

4. Navigate using quick navigation key 
'B' for Buttons.

5. validate that Pause button is not 
provided to carousel slide.

In the IFTM University - Home page, 
when users navigate using 'Tab' key or 
'B' in the main landmark, it is observed 
that, Pause button is not provided to 

Carousels slides.

It is difficult to low vision 
users to 

read the content provided 
in the 

Carousel slides.

Provide pause button to 
Carousels. 2.2.2 Level A High Code Yes Sandeep C

IFTM1.13 Oninput.

Screen reader is 
not rendering 

"opens in a new 
window" links 
present In the 
Main landmark.

1. Enable NVDA Screen reader and 
open Firefox browser.

2. Launch Url 
http://www.iftmuniversity.ac.in/.

3. Users will redirect  to the Home page 
of IFTM University.

4. Navigate with 'K' key for links in the 
Main landmark.

5. Validate that links are opening in a 
new Tab/Window.

In the IFTM University - Home page, 
when a user navigates with 'K' for a link 

presented in Main landmark, it is 
observed that the Screen reader is not 

notifying "opens in a new window".
Ex: National Service Scheme, Internal 
Quality Assurance Cell, IFTM University 

Alumni Association, Workshop on 
Personality Development: Creativity, 
Motivation & Leadership, Schedule for 
Even Semester Theory Examination 

2021-22.New etc.

Users can't find where it 
is opening.

Provide users a notification 
as"opens in a new window". 3.2.2 Level A High Code Yes Sandeep C

IFTM1.14 Alternate 
text

Missing 
alternative text.

1. Enable NVDA Screen reader and 
open Firefox browser.

2. Launch Url 
http://www.iftmuniversity.ac.in/.

3. Users will redirect  to the Home page 
of IFTM University.

4. Navigating using the Quick 
navigation key 'G' for images in the 

main landmark.
5. Validate that Image alternative text 

is not present.

In the IFTM University - Home page, 
when a user navigates with 'G' for 
graphics in the main landmark, it is 

observed that Image alternative text is 
not present for images.

If the screen reader does 
not read the file name, 

then it may just 
announce “image” or 

“graphic” with no other 
information at all, which 
is equally confusing for 

blind and visually 
impaired users.

Add an alt attribute to the all 
images. The attribute value 

should accurately and 
succinctly present the content 
and function of the image. If 
the content of the image is 
conveyed in the context or 

surroundings of the image, or 
if the image does not convey 
content or have a function, it 
should be given empty/null 
alternative text (alt="").

1.1.1 Level A High Code Yes Sandeep C

IFTM1.15 Headings 
and Labels

Missing first level 
heading

1. Enable NVDA Screen reader and 
open Firefox browser.

2. Launch Url 
http://www.iftmuniversity.ac.in/.

3. Users will redirect  to the Home page 
of IFTM University.

4. Navigating using the Quick 
navigation key 'H' for Headings.

5. Validate that, Missing first level 
heading.

In the IFTM University - Home page, 
when a user navigates with 'H' for 

Headings, it is observed that A page 
does not have a first level heading.

Headings facilitate 
page navigation for 

users of many 
assistive technologies. 

They also provide 
semantic and visual 

meaning and structure 
to the document.

A first level heading (<h1>) 
should be present on nearly 
all pages. It should contain 
the most important heading 
on the page (generally the 

document title).

2.4.6 Level AA High Code Yes Sandeep C



IFTM1.16 Parsing Error

There are 
multiple parsing 
errors are occur 

in the page.

1. Enable NVDA Screen reader and 
open Firefox browser

2. Launch Url 
http://www.iftmuniversity.ac.in/.

3. Users will redirect  to the Home page 
of IFTM University.

4. Go to new tab, open w3c markup 
validation and paste the url of current 

page.
5. Validate that parsing errors and 
warning will appear in the page.

In the IFTM University - Home page, 
Parsing errors are occur in the page.

While navigating the page 
user will get difficulties.

Make sure that remove 
parsing errors in the page. 4.1.1 Level A High Code Yes Sandeep C

IFTM1.17 Color 
Contrast

Elements in the 
page are missing 

enough colour 
contrast ratio.

1. Enable NVDA Screen reader and 
open Firefox browser

2. Launch Url 
http://www.iftmuniversity.ac.in/.

3. Users will redirect  to the Home page 
of IFTM University.

4. Navigate whole page with CCA tool 
and check the result.

5. Validate that color contrast is not 
passed with WCAG guidelines.

In the IFTM University - Home page, it is 
observed that several elements do not 

meet the minimum colour contrast ratio.

Low vision & Color 
blindness candidates will 
suffer while navigating.

Modify the colours of the 
specified elements according 
to the WCAG requirements.

1.4.3 Level AA High Code Yes Sandeep C



Issue 
ID URL Category Issue Title Steps to reproduce Issue Description User Impact

Recommen
dation for 

Fix

WCAG 
Sc WCAG Level Impact Type of 

Change
Verified in 

Firefox + NVDA Originator

IFTM2.
1

http://www.iftmuniversity.ac.in/iftmuniversity/career.php
http://www.iftmuniversity.ac.in/iftmuniversity/job/index.php
http://www.iftmuniversity.ac.in/iftmuniversity/enquire.php

http://www.iftmuniversity.ac.in/iftmuniversity/grievance.php
http://www.iftmuniversity.ac.in/iftmuniversity/feedback.php

http://www.iftmuniversity.ac.in/iftmuniversity/profile_index.php
http://www.iftmuniversity.ac.in/iftmuniversity/about.php

http://www.iftmuniversity.ac.in/iftmuniversity/salientfeatures.p
hp

http://www.iftmuniversity.ac.in/iftmuniversity/administration.p
hp

http://www.iftmuniversity.ac.in/iftmuniversity/contact.php
http://www.iftmuniversity.ac.in/iftmuniversity/composition.php

http://www.iftmuniversity.ac.in/iftmuniversity/functions.php
http://www.iftmuniversity.ac.in/iftmuniversity/awards_universit

y.php
http://www.iftmuniversity.ac.in/iftmuniversity/awards_faculty.p

hp
http://www.iftmuniversity.ac.in/iftmuniversity/awards_students

.php
http://www.iftmuniversity.ac.in/iftmuniversity/sbm.php
http://www.iftmuniversity.ac.in/iftmuniversity/sps.php
http://www.iftmuniversity.ac.in/iftmuniversity/pa.php
http://www.iftmuniversity.ac.in/iftmuniversity/sca.php
http://www.iftmuniversity.ac.in/iftmuniversity/set.php
http://www.iftmuniversity.ac.in/iftmuniversity/sbt.php
http://www.iftmuniversity.ac.in/iftmuniversity/sase.php
http://www.iftmuniversity.ac.in/iftmuniversity/sos.php

Titled

A particular 
page title is not 
provided to the 

page.

1. Enable NVDA Screen 
reader and open Firefox 

browser.
2. Launch Url one by one 
which is given in cell b3.
3. Users will redirect  to 
the respective pages.

 4. Use Quick navigation 
using 'Insert+T' key for 

Title.
 5.  Validate that a 

particular page title is not 
provided to the page.

When users use a 
quick navigation 

'Insert+T' key for title 
to know about the 

title of the page, it is 
observed that a 

particular page title is 
not provided to the 

pages.

 It is difficult 
for users to 

understand on 
which page 
they have 
landed.

Provide a 
particular 
page title.

2.4.2 Level A High Code Yes Sandeep C

IFTM2.
2

http://www.iftmuniversity.ac.in/iftmuniversity/career.php
http://www.iftmuniversity.ac.in/iftmuniversity/feedback.php

http://www.iftmuniversity.ac.in/iftmuniversity/awards_students
.php

Link 
Purpose

Suspicious link 
text

1. Enable NVDA Screen 
reader and open Firefox 

browser.
2. Launch Url one by one 
which is given in cell b4.
3. Users will redirect  to 
the respective pages.

 4. Use Quick navigation 
using 'K' key for links.

 5.  Validate that 
Suspicious link text 

provided in the page.

When users use a 
quick navigation 'K' 
key for links, it is 

observed that Link 
text contains 

extraneous text or 
may not make sense 

out of context.
Ex: Click here

Ambiguous 
text, text that 
does not make 
sense out of 
context, and 
extraneous 

text (such as 
"click here") 
can cause 

confusion and 
should be 
avoided.

Where 
appropriate, 
reword the 
link text so 
that it is 

more 
descriptive 

of its 
destination 
when read 

out of 
context. 

Remove any 
extraneous 

text (such as 
"click here").

2.4.4 Level A High Code Yes Sandeep C

Website Accessibility Audit Report



IFTM2.
3

http://www.iftmuniversity.ac.in/iftmuniversity/job/index.php
http://www.iftmuniversity.ac.in/iftmuniversity/iidpromotion.php Landmark

Landmarks are 
not provided in 

the page.

1. Enable NVDA Screen 
reader and open Firefox 

browser.
2. Launch Url one by one 
which is given in cell b5.
3. Users will redirect  to 
the respective pages.

 4. Use Quick navigation 
using 'D' key for 

Landmarks.
 5.  Validate that, 

Landmarks are missing in 
the page.

When users use a 
quick navigation 'D' 

key for Landmarks, it 
is observed that 
Landmarks are 

missing in the page.

Providing this 
mechanism 

helps users to 
navigate 

quickly to their 
desired 
location.

Make sure 
that provide 
landmarks as
Role="Banne
r to Banner 
landmark"

Role="Navig
ation to 

Navigation 
landmark"

Role="Searc
h to Search 
landmark"
Role="Main 

to Main 
landmark"

Role="footer 
to Content 

info 
landmark"

4.1.2 Level A High Code Yes Sandeep C

IFTM2.
4

http://www.iftmuniversity.ac.in/iftmuniversity/job/index.php
http://www.iftmuniversity.ac.in/iftmuniversity/iidpromotion.php

Missing 
first level 
heading

A page does not 
have a first level 

heading.

1. Enable NVDA Screen 
reader and open Firefox 

browser.
2. Launch Url one by one 
which is given in cell b6.
3. Users will redirect  to 
the respective pages.

 4. Use Quick navigation 
using 'H' key for Headings.
 5.  Validate that, A page 
does not have a first level 

heading.

When users use a 
quick navigation 'H' 

key for Headings, it is 
observed that a page 
does not have a first 

level heading.

Headings 
facilitate 

page 
navigation 
for users of 

many 
assistive 

technologies. 
They also 
provide 

semantic and 
visual 

meaning and 
structure to 

the 
document.

A first level 
heading 
(<h1>) 

should be 
present on 
nearly all 
pages. It 
should 

contain the 
most 

important 
heading on 
the page 

(generally 
the 

document 
title).

2.4.6 Level AA High Code Yes Sandeep C

IFTM2.
5

http://www.iftmuniversity.ac.in/iftmuniversity/job/index.php
http://www.iftmuniversity.ac.in/iftmuniversity/enquire.php

http://www.iftmuniversity.ac.in/iftmuniversity/grievance.php
http://www.iftmuniversity.ac.in/iftmuniversity/profile_index.php

For & ID

For & ID is not 
programmaticall

y associated 
with input edit 

fields.

1. Enable NVDA Screen 
reader and open Firefox 

browser.
2. Launch Url one by one 
which is given in cell b7.
3. Users will redirect  to 
the respective pages.
4. navigate with 'E' for 

edit field.
5. Validate that, For & ID 
is not provided for edit 

field.

When users navigate 
using 'E' key for edit 

field in main 
landmark, it is 

observed that For & 
ID is not 

programmatically 
associated with edit 

field.

By providing 
For & ID 

screen reader 
will announce 
correctly, It is 

helpful for 
Visually 

challenged 
Users.

Use For & ID 
for 

association 
of edit fields.

1.3.1 Level A High Code Yes Sandeep C

IFTM2.
6

http://www.iftmuniversity.ac.in/iftmuniversity/enquire.php
http://www.iftmuniversity.ac.in/iftmuniversity/grievance.php

http://www.iftmuniversity.ac.in/iftmuniversity/profile_index.php

Status 
Message.

Status Message 
(alert) is not 

announcing by 
the screen 

reader.

1. Enable NVDA Screen 
reader and open Firefox 

browser.
2. Launch Url one by one 
which is given in cell b8.
3. Users will redirect  to 
the respective pages.

4. Validate that, Status 
Message (alert) is not 

announcing by the screen 
reader.

When user navigating 
in the main landmark, 

after clicking on 
Submit/Register/Logi

n button, Text is 
appearing,  it is 

observed that, Status 
message is appearing 
on the screen but it is 

not announcing by 
screen reader.

Screen reader 
user don't 

know whether 
it is updated or 

its pending.

Make sure 
that provide 

screen 
reader 

announceme
nt for status 
messages 
and alerts. 

4.1.3 Level A High Code Yes Sandeep C



IFTM2.
7

http://www.iftmuniversity.ac.in/iftmuniversity/feedback.php
http://www.iftmuniversity.ac.in/iftmuniversity/videos.php?val=f

Qxff2OAsCg
http://www.iftmuniversity.ac.in/iftmuniversity/videos.php?val=

WhFUB8tAzTo
http://www.iftmuniversity.ac.in/iftmuniversity/videos.php?val=

xkYLbo_jq78
http://www.iftmuniversity.ac.in/iftmuniversity/iidpromotion.php

http://www.iftmuniversity.ac.in/iftmuniversity/apply.php
http://www.iftmuniversity.ac.in/iftmuniversity/viewpapers.php
http://www.iftmuniversity.ac.in/iftmuniversity/viewpatents.php
http://www.iftmuniversity.ac.in/iftmuniversity/viewawards.php
http://www.iftmuniversity.ac.in/iftmuniversity/videos.php?val=

gb5jp5Uwmf0
http://www.iftmuniversity.ac.in/iftmuniversity/videos.php?val=

2DLcZ2UKnyc
http://www.iftmuniversity.ac.in/iftmuniversity/videos.php?val=j

0vi5YWTiis
http://www.iftmuniversity.ac.in/iftmuniversity/videos.php?val=

AdUP-6rZ6uU
http://www.iftmuniversity.ac.in/iftmuniversity/videos.php?val=

G9rMKL3QbTo

Oninput.

Screen reader is 
not rendering 

"opens in a new 
window" links 
present In the 
Main landmark.

1. Enable NVDA Screen 
reader and open Firefox 

browser.
2. Launch Url one by one 
which is given in cell b9.
3. Users will redirect  to 
the respective pages.

4. Navigate with 'K' key 
for links in the Main 

landmark.
5. Validate that links are 

opening in a new 
Tab/Window.

When a user 
navigates with 'K' for 
a link presented in 
Main landmark, it is 
observed that the 

Screen reader is not 
notifying "opens in a 

new window".

Users can't 
find where it is 

opening.

Provide 
users a 

notification 
as"opens in 

a new 
window".

3.2.2 Level A High Code Yes Sandeep C

IFTM2.
8

http://www.iftmuniversity.ac.in/iftmuniversity/sbm.php
http://www.iftmuniversity.ac.in/iftmuniversity/sps.php
http://www.iftmuniversity.ac.in/iftmuniversity/pa.php
http://www.iftmuniversity.ac.in/iftmuniversity/sca.php
http://www.iftmuniversity.ac.in/iftmuniversity/set.php
http://www.iftmuniversity.ac.in/iftmuniversity/sbt.php
http://www.iftmuniversity.ac.in/iftmuniversity/sase.php
http://www.iftmuniversity.ac.in/iftmuniversity/sos.php
http://www.iftmuniversity.ac.in/iftmuniversity/sol.php
http://www.iftmuniversity.ac.in/iftmuniversity/sss.php
http://www.iftmuniversity.ac.in/iftmuniversity/uop.php

http://www.iftmuniversity.ac.in/iftmuniversity/viewpapers.php?
page=2

http://www.iftmuniversity.ac.in/iftmuniversity/viewpatents.php
http://www.iftmuniversity.ac.in/iftmuniversity/viewawards.php

Link 
Discription

Link discription 
is not provided 

to the links 
presented in the 
main Landmark.

1. Enable NVDA Screen 
reader and open Firefox 

browser.
2. Launch Url one by one 
which is given in cell b10.
3. Users will redirect  to 
the respective pages.
 4. Use the 'K' key for 
links presented in the 

page.
5. Validate that link 

discription is not provided 
to the link.

When a user 
navigates with 'K' key 
in main Landmark, it 
is observed that link 

discription is not 
provided to the links.

Ex: Download

Screen reader 
user cannot 

find which link 
it is.

Provide 
proper link 
description 
to the links 
presented in 

the main 
landmark.

2.4.4 Level A High Code Yes Sandeep C

IFTM2.
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http://www.iftmuniversity.ac.in/iftmuniversity/sbm.php
http://www.iftmuniversity.ac.in/iftmuniversity/sps.php
http://www.iftmuniversity.ac.in/iftmuniversity/pa.php
http://www.iftmuniversity.ac.in/iftmuniversity/sca.php
http://www.iftmuniversity.ac.in/iftmuniversity/set.php
http://www.iftmuniversity.ac.in/iftmuniversity/sbt.php

http://www.iftmuniversity.ac.in/iftmuniversity/sase.php
http://www.iftmuniversity.ac.in/iftmuniversity/sos.php
http://www.iftmuniversity.ac.in/iftmuniversity/sol.php
http://www.iftmuniversity.ac.in/iftmuniversity/sss.php
http://www.iftmuniversity.ac.in/iftmuniversity/uop.php

http://www.iftmuniversity.ac.in/iftmuniversity/diploma.php
http://www.iftmuniversity.ac.in/iftmuniversity/ug.php
http://www.iftmuniversity.ac.in/iftmuniversity/pg.php

http://www.iftmuniversity.ac.in/iftmuniversity/doctor.php
http://www.iftmuniversity.ac.in/iftmuniversity/scholarship.php
http://www.iftmuniversity.ac.in/iftmuniversity/herbalgarden.ph

p
http://www.iftmuniversity.ac.in/iftmuniversity/viewrevenue.php
http://www.iftmuniversity.ac.in/iftmuniversity/viewawards.php
http://www.iftmuniversity.ac.in/iftmuniversity/viewbooks.php?p

age=2

Title
Title is not 

provided to the 
table.

1. Enable NVDA Screen 
reader and open Firefox 

browser.
2. Launch Url one by one 
which is given in cell B11.
3. Users will redirect to 
the respective pages.

4. Navigate with 'T' key 
for Table.

5. Validate that Title is not 
provided to the table.

When users navigate 
using 'T' key for 

Table, it is observed 
that title is not 

provided to the table.

 It is difficult 
for users to 
understand 

which table  it 
is.

Provide title 
to the table. 1.3.1 Level A High Code Yes Sandeep C
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http://www.iftmuniversity.ac.in/iftmuniversity/iidpromotion.php
http://www.iftmuniversity.ac.in/iftmuniversity/trainingpartners.

php
http://www.iftmuniversity.ac.in/iftmuniversity/recruitingpartner

s.php

Alternate 
text

Alternate text is 
not provided to 

the images.

1. Enable NVDA Screen 
reader and open Firefox 

browser.
2. Launch Url one by one 
which is given in cell b12.
3. Users will redirect  to 
the respective pages.

4. Navigating using Quick 
navigation key 'G' for 

images.
5. Validate that alternate 
text is not provided to the 
images presented in main 

landmark.

When users navigate 
using quick 

navigation key 'G' for 
graphics in main 
landmark, it is 
observed that, 

graphics are not 
having alternate text.

If the screen 
reader does 
not read the 

file name, then 
it may just 
announce 
“image” or 

“graphic” with 
no other 

information at 
all, which is 

equally 
confusing for 

blind and 
visually 
impaired 
users.

Add an alt 
attribute to 

the all 
images. The 

attribute 
value should 
accurately 

and 
succinctly 

present the 
content and 
function of 

the image. If 
the content 
of the image 
is conveyed 

in the 
context or 

surroundings 
of the image, 

or if the 
image does 
not convey 
content or 

have a 
function, it 
should be 

given 

1.1.1 Level A High Code Yes Sandeep C

IFTM2.
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http://www.iftmuniversity.ac.in/iftmuniversity/iidpromotion.php
http://www.iftmuniversity.ac.in/iftmuniversity/trainingpartners.

php
http://www.iftmuniversity.ac.in/iftmuniversity/recruitingpartner

s.php

Pause, 
Stop, Hide.

Pause button is 
not provided to
carousel slide.

1. Enable NVDA Screen 
reader and open Firefox 

browser.
2. Launch Url one by one 
which is given in cell b13.
3. Users will redirect  to 
the respective pages.

4. Navigate using quick 
navigation key 'B' for 

Buttons.
5. validate that Pause 

button is not provided to 
carousel slide.

When users navigate 
using 'Tab' key or 'B' 
in the main landmark, 

it is observed that, 
Pause button is not 

provided to Carousels 
slides.

It is difficult to 
low vision 
users to 
read the 
content 

provided in the 
Carousel 
slides.

Provide 
pause button 
to Carousels.

2.2.2 Level A High Code Yes Sandeep C

IFTM2.
12 http://www.iftmuniversity.ac.in/iftmuniversity/bank.php# Empty 

Links

Empty link is 
provided to the 

text.

1. Enable NVDA Screen 
reader and open Firefox 

browser.
2. Launch Url one by one 
which is given in cell b14.
3. Users will redirect  to 
the respective pages.

4. Navigating using the 
Quick navigation key 'K' 
for links in the Banner 

landmark.
5. Validate that empty 
Link provided to text.

When a user 
navigates with 'K' for 
links, it is observed 
that empty link is 

provided to the text.

User don't 
know it is 

redirected to 
link or not.

Provide 
active links

or
Remove the 
empty links.

2.4.4 Level A High Code Yes Sandeep C


